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without.    In the inner great hall and chambers of the Chihil
Sutun Persian painting runs riot.
The Medresseh-i-Shah Huseyn, that overlooks the avenue
of the Chehar Bagh, rivals the Musjid-i-Shah in size and in the
magnificence of its decoration. The great courtyard, with its
placid pools of water and forest trees, is surrounded by arcaded
and galleried buildings broken in each centre by immense closed
archways rich in exquisite tile-work. The delicacy of colour, the
interwoven lettering of the white inscriptions on their dark blue
ground, the scrolls and panels rich in designs of Persian flowers,
and, far above, the domes and minarets, radiant in the sunlight—
all combine to form a picture of superlative splendour. In
another quarter of the town two other buildings, the small shrine
of Harun Vilayet and an adjacent mosque (the former only
lately made accessible to visitors), are precious examples of
Persian tile at its best.
From the centre of the town to the many-arched bridge of
Ali Verdi Khan runs the Chehar Bagh, Isfahan's famous avenue,
with its rows of trees half hiding the little shops and cafes that
line this favourite resort. It has lost some of its former character,
for it has been modified for modern traffic, but happily with
taste. The Persians of Isfahan are to be congratulated on the
steps they are taking not only to preserve but also to restore the
architectural treasures of the city.
The bazaars of Isfahan, those seemingly endless domed and
vaulted streets, form a little city of their own. It is at evening
that they are seen at their best, when the lessening crowd and
the shut shops leave their architectural features disclosed and an
air of mystery pervades the atmosphere. Through loopholes in
the roof above the afternoon sunlight falls in effulgent rays,
dancing with golden dust across the gloom of the dim arcades.
Deep shadowy archways, with heavy doors enframed in Persian
tiles and studded with rich ironwork, lead to the mosque and
shrines. Here and there a vast domed building, its shadows a
deep luminous brown, marks the selling place of carpets that
lie piled upon the stone floor. Or an open caravanserai is passed,
still flooded with the pink and yellow afterglow of sunset. The
Persians, dark figures in dark raiment, pass on. The work of the
day is over, the bazaar is deserted, and there is silence.
From Isfahan another pleasant journey by air brought me
back to Teheran. During my absence the British Legation had
migrated from its summer quarters at Gulahek to the Capital

